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Leo Szilard - Free Mark et Economy in a "Cons tsnt Flow" I.lo etar y System. 

Com ents - Abb e P. Lerner 

c losed economy is worth examining eve n with a view to adaptation, where necess8ry, to an open economy. 'One World" need not b e brought 
in. 

1. Bot tomof pe1!3e, seems to assume the conditions declc r E: d to be 
inherent in a monetary economy. 

2 . Why cannot a centrEl bank try to keep snending rtlthe r than 
mo ney con st ant? 

The onset of a depressi on me ans less spending inthe first plac e. Prices then ma y fall end this would ha e imr rttent effects, but it is not the initiatin~ item . 

3· buying not selling. 

~~en a change in money does not a~fect spending ( elastic ity of liquidity nre fe rence infin i te) mone tery pollcy is ine 'fective and t:kcx:mx fis cel polic y is usually reommmended. 

bott oTJ' o f ~.e,-e ~ . Sa vin!" (orr t he r t hr i ft) doe s not i ncrease money . 

Say "insuff ic ien t s Dendi ng me ens de p ression" 

4· It is not the taxing but t he spending t hat allevi etes 
depre ssion . The tax i .g accentuetes depression . F~r a simple analysis it is ne cessary to overcome the classica l tendency (which you manif e st) to t ,ke taxin~ -cum-spending as 

unit. 
Spending could be stabilised by purely mo .. etary and fi scal measures w' thout any plannin other then the plan to stabi lise aggrega te spa®migg by cmmpensatory monetary and fiscal actions. The g overnment could keep its s ending con bt r nt on desirable eEject ives, but reduce t axe s, creating money to cover t he deficit i f taxes f e ll below govt s · ending . 

The device seems unne ce~serily complic a ted and it is not clear how you would ge t from the stabil ' sa tion of t ~ e arr.ount of money to kee-pltng a constant flow of spe nd ing . It looks as if you a re going to postulEte a given velocity of circulationof mo ney b making all money ci r culat e just once in a"month". This does not seem to me to be f ruitful apnroach, since all the re e l prob l ems m£x erise from the possiblity of people increEsing or decreasing their spending without any ch ang es in the amount of money. 1my not directly at tack the total os spending by comr enst tory action r a ther than b' try ing to force peoDle to s - end less or more tha n the7 wa nt to spend by ext~el ey high penalties or rewards which would de stroy the 
anp ro riPte rel Etio ~ shin between the inducement s to sp nd end the 
social necessity for economising in the use o .(" r -"'sources? 



GENERAL REMAKRS 

Our paramount claim is that the two currency syste~ described below, 

if("ft" is geared :1<i lmiQpdo: ~to a high level of employmen§; 

and~n left to itself, will tend to ma1ntain a high level of employment?l 
~~~~ 12_ 
~ we shall try to substantiate this claim'l/ In the next chapter we shall 

describe the rules under ;Jhich a two currency system may operate:pome of 

these rules represent essential features of such a two currency system, but 

some others 

one of several 1-1ays in 1.-1hich the system may be made to operate.~ One out 

of several different possibilft.~..J:-.~7'f~:;Jfo: ~ 
the sake of definiteness of presentation. ~ ~ 

In reading the next chapter the reader is bound to have certain diffi-

culties arising from his familiarity with the conventional single currency 

economy. This may lead him tacitly to assume that certain relationships with 

which he is familiar have general validity, and will therefore also hold in 

the two currency economy. This is by no means ahmys so, and the few instances 

cited in the following may serve as a warning in this respect. 

1. In the two currency system the monetary situation is at all times 

closely linked to the economic situation, much more so 
with 

the single surrency system/which wil are familiar. ( tmd 

than in the case for 

incidentally, it is 
,t4..;6-

this close linkage which permits the automatic monetary mechanisms j?foperate 

in the two currency system to secure the stability of the economic system~ 

z, In the two currency system where a high level of employment is constantly 

maintained, the fluctuationsin the employment level are small, and therefore 

a substantial temporary rise in the employment in the consumers goods industries 

is necessarily accompanied by a corresmponding fall in the employment in ~ 

capital goods industries. This 
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3 In the single currency economy. with which we are familiar a shift 

tO\·Jards increased employment in the capital goods industries i~ 
by an increase in prices for consumers goods, but prices for consumers goods 

follow rather sluggishly such shifts. In the two currency system on the other 

hand, shifts of labor from the consumers goods industries to the capital goods 

industries will not be accompanied by a price increase for consumers goods, 
while 

as expressed in green dollars• /)u ' xJ:mn!: the price of consumers goods will not 

change in terms of green dollars ·n the two currency system· the price of red 

dollars will respond ruickly to shifts in the economic factors involvsd, and 

the pricE{ of consumers goods "Jill therefore not remain constant in terms of 

red dollars;"' ~ on the contrary the prices of consumers goods as expressed 

in terms of red dollars will change and will respond quickly to shifts in the 

economic factors involved. 
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SPIELREGELN 

In discussing the two currency system we shallassume that the system has 

been in operation for a considerable period of time, so that the disturbances which 

may occur during the transition from the one currency system to the two currency 

system have faded out. 

We shall, for the sake of simplicity, assume that there is only one bank, 

which we shall call the Bank; but we shall distinguish between the Bank and the 
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~ 
We postulate s and salaries are paid in green dollars at equal 

time intervals, i . e., on the first 
~ ~ 

the basic period of the system. If this 

basic period is set to be one week, payments will be made on the first day of 

thv1.eek, and one month, these payments will be made on 
~~~ 

I' /, 
~.mine just~hat time inte~val shoul be adopted as thr, basi~r~'tftie 
~; ...... ~~~./ ,a.,ac 1J ~ 

fiHSenba'bi9Q :we-al simply call the basic period fillli4 month ,/1 speak of oper-
ll t{ tJ IJ ations which take place otl the first d~y of the montH and the last day of the month 

when we actually mean the first day of the~asic period~and the last day of the basic 

period. 

We further postulate that ever person eae evePy eQsiae~~ cotpotat1~n has a 

~cxlng accowib wibh the bank iR g'f'oea ciella;pi 7 a1 that all wages ane paid and all 

purchases of goods p:;i~eee are made in g~een dollars by transfer through chec~(~ 
dis- ' 

are thus/regarding for the time being the possibility that for the sake of convenience ... 
a certain limited amount of green dollars may be issued in the form of bank notes 

1'D'c:: :r6s:z:d6 A>L=* L:: & d •A *-
to the public . rt:i~~~e~e~~)~ ~ --?0 ~) 

-m.zy persotx or basltte:!'e eoipotatlon lttay ltave wil:Jt a bm1k att accowtt itt ted' 

ezatiellars . 
~1 I 
~ Whoever has ~ a red dollaT holding is entitled to obtain a loan 

in green dollar~s from the bank in amounts up ~o the nominal value of his red dollar 

holdings:x 

Only a fraction of the green dollar loaAs to '\oJhich -= the red dollar depo,si t-

ors are in toto entitled will in fact be taken up by the red dollar depositors , and 

green dollar loans will be granted by the bank aga nst securities other than red 

dollar deposits als/' ~. e., stocks, ~feal es etc. The upper limit oi~ 
green dollar loans which the bank may grant against securities is determined by 

the market value of each such security in the fo~lowi At the market value 
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,1' 
of the security an~he curr t price of the red dollars a certain amount of red dol-

Red dollards can be freely bou~ht 

there is a service charge of perhaps I% qr 
~ There 

yariable jp+erei± r at& j& 

~dolla=j/ fib is the same service charge · f perhaps 

lari}~~~~her capital a~sets, but there is no service charge on the 

sale/ of stocks, bonds and other capital assets agsi~it PQ~ ~~ll~ ~ -~ ·~- ;;t(rn-~ ~ ~ 4~~~~,,~ ~ 

~ 
The amount~~ red doll~posited in anyone ' s red dollar account is not 

limited in any wax.. iut on the ~nth the b will remove from an ~o ' ii' vx- I 

the bank fll buy on 

on the open market which it 

to the total number, R~ of red 

is equal to the nominal 

dollards in the 

; i . e . , the total amount G
0

of the 

alue R of the total amount of red 
0 
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SPIELREGELN -3-

red and green dollars are 

in the bank or in the 

bank is obliged to keep 100% co 

accounts, and 100% coverage in 

w~~ that origi 

the public amounted in toto to 

green dollar checking ac 

ingly all green dollar c 

checking accounts 

Central Bank . 
this 

equal to 

of the green 

R of the red 
0 

d in the form of certificates which are kept either 

k, and i.Jhich are not releasal to the public . The 

rage MR in red dollar certificates for red dollar 

een dollar certificiates for green dollar accounts. 

ly the re~2_ ?~lar depos). t~ which the bank held f~ 
!. J:t-,1- ~1.{.'1!' ;4--o~ I# fit~ f.t.,-~ ~ -~ 
ticcordinglY;4111 red dollar certificates •rere 

'tfny.e..c.c. ·~ ~;:$ ...... ~ 
llar deposits of the public"/ ~ ~ 4Rali,r 'l*lere 
~~~ ~"~ c IJ.~ /<~- ::J ~ 

by the Central Bank. fjMe further postulate that 

r debit a(cc/iu-:/i of the public with the bank 

in ~ = IS green dollars and the bank 
0 " ..I"A-Y__..,!~ 

postulate tha~f the 
~~o-== 

the bank also equals ~ and accord-

ginally held by the bank covering the 

n dollar certificates v1ere held by the 

to the total amount GD 

equal to the total nominal value 

condition we have D = C = G = R0 cr. () 0 

not necessarily maintained all the 

time because as ollar loans are repa d by the public to the bank, and by 

the}Jank to the 

market for green 

the total C of the 

operation described 

condition. In the 

counts also the loan volume, and the 

However, as 

purchase red dollar~s on the open 

b t accounts may then fall below 

shall see under the rules of 

time to time to the standard 

the total D of the debit ac-
A4-

hecking accounts ~ the money 
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OPERATIONS OF THE CENTRAL BANK 

If there is a trend toward shrinkage reflected by a deciine in the 

total D of the debit accounts (the lo volume) by a eertain value delta D there will 

also be an equal decline, delta C in t e total C of the checking accounts (delta C : 

oc~ delta D). The jSank is then to return to the Central Bank green dollar 

certificates m in the amount delta 

We postulate the rule that Central Bank shall immediately purchase on 

the open market red dollarocs for this of green dollars. As a result 

of this purchase, will rise by this same amount 

delta C, by which it had previsouly fa len_<'""'Berid the total of the checking aeeetiH:t s 

This activity of the Central k will continue as long as the loan ~ volume 

keeps shrinking. During this period o time the Central Bank accumulates a fund of 

~ dollards purchased at rising prices 
/ It«~ remains constant (except for ~ day's 

During the same period the total 

value D = t~o a value D <. R,Jf?r 

while the total C of the checking accounts 
(~ ~~ hange which~ remain~mpensated). 

debit accounts falls from its original 

for loans begins to rise the 

Central Bank will then sell red dollars f om its previously accumulated fund, and it 

will do so at falling red dollar prices. The green dollars which the Central Bank 
by ~·'!:=:-so acquires will be loaned ~/the Central ank to th~ank which wi~ e in the posi-

tion of granting the additional loans tot public whieh~sted.~ing 
this period of time in which the loan velum increases, the red dollar fund of the 

Central Bank dimirishes, and the total of th 

cept for ~ W. change, \.rhich may~ 
constant ( ex-

compensated). This process comes to an 
~~A.. ;1(:* 

end when the red dollar ~d of the Central Bank is eJ~~stea,by which time the total D 

oft he debit accounts has again risen to a alue close to its total value ~e> · This --total D of the debit accounts may not have 1eturned however necessarily to exactly the 
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OPERATIONS OF THE CENTRAL 

original value D = ~ it may b a trifle lower or a trifle higher, according to 
whether the Central Bank made a oss or a gain when it sold its red dollar holding. 

{~~ A minor adjustment which could be made annually and which as we shall ~e might) take 
the form of a partial refund of int rest on debit accounts w~;d take care of this 
point, and 1_,7ould bring D back to exa tly its original value( (: ~ and thus restore 
exactly the standard condition. ---- ..• 
THE INTEREST RATE 

of the 6entral 

~rage 

Bank will 

Central Bank exceeds aay ~ 

Bank 1..rill lower the interest 

2 or J%. per 
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INTEREST RATE 

The Central Bank will c ntrol the interest rate on green dollar debit 

accounts along the following lin If it is faced with an increasing loan volume, 

and accordingly the red dollar d held by the Central Bank falls, the Central 

Bank will begin to raise its inte est rate, when its red dollar fund falls below 

R*. It will then raise the intere t rate as steeply as is necessary in order to 

begins to fall, and accordingly d dollar holding of the Central Bank rises, 

the Central Bank will lower the intere~t rate and by the time the red dollar holding 

of the Central Bank exceeds R* the inte~est rate should be lowered to its nominal 
ing 

value. It may then be held at thi~ val e until red dollar hol«s of the Central Bank 

reachiK say 2R*, and from then on, the C ntral Bank will lower the interest rate 

Central Bank will not further decrease the nterest rate on debit accounts, but it 

may begin to pay interest on individual debi accounts, if the corresponding checking 

account has ~ a value below the debit ace Interest will then be paid by 

holding of the Central Bank gegins to decrease. 
rate at which 

Quite similarly, the/interest is paid on nominal value of red dollar 

paid on the nominal value of the red dollar deposit wi 1 be further lowered when the 

inte~est charged on debit accounts reaches its fixed mi and the interest 

paid on individual account differences is being increas 

\ 
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The interest paid on the nominal value of red dollar holdings 

is set at any time in such a manner that the bank should at any time 

break even; i.e., that the interest which the bank has to pay in toto 

should just balance the interest which the bank rec~ives. 
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LO JG '.lli:RM INCREASES OF THE RED DOL AND GR~EN DOLLJm AMOUNTS IN THE SYSTEM 

In an expansion is due to the increase in 

population, or to the increase in t e standard of living, due to technological pro-

gress, there is a need for a steady ncre~e in the moRney circulation if we wish 
;::: f' I pJ :=;s s 4sw~ 

to maintain a high level of employmen at constant prices. To meet this requirement 

a certain number of green dollars dollars should be introduced in the course 

of each year by the Central Bank. e two numbers should be equal so as to retain 

the original equality of the nominal ~ value of the red dollar amount and of the 

green dollar amount contained in the sys em. A corresponding number of red and green 

dollar certificates would then be printed 

The amount of green dollars should be loaned by the Central 

Bank to the Bank, and would enable the Bank to grant additional loans leading to a 

corresponding increase in the total, C, of t e checking accounts. The red dollars 

which are newly created should, however, be d"stributed free among the population, 

in one manner or another. 

-
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Stability of the Constant Flow Syste:n 

For the purpose of this presentation, we will now postulate certain rules which 

may be of no pract~~an ~~cessary, but which w~wi~ 
in order to .-1:::; · · analysis of stability. These postulates are as follows: 

1. All wages and salaries are paid on t he second day of t he month. 
~;;;i--! 

2. No checks .w;U.;Lfbe drawn ~ ~hs Qh'ick:ing &Qcou¢ on the last day of the 

month, and checks received on a checking account during the month will, (a) if they 

represent payments received for the sale of capital assets, be credited within a day, 

(b) if they do not represent payments received for sales of capital assets, be credited 

on the last day of the month . jl 
3. The interest c harged on the account difference, {i,;;,..1 ,C. is calculated 

from the amount shovmfo; the checking account and~ ~ special debit account 

~-;he last day of ea~h mont~wn order to facilitate the discussion of the behavior 

of t he constant flow systern, we imagine that all accounts are separated into tvro classes--

business accounts and private or consumer accounts. We assume that no expenditures for 

purposes of consumption are charged to business accounts. ~ private person who ovvns 

~:;~*~ J a business or a share in it, ~uh have his s hare of t he profits in whole or in 

part transferred to his private account (distributed profit), may then spend the profits 

so distributed whole or in part for the purchase of consumers goods . 

According to the provisions listed above, that part of the cash which circulates 

in the capital assets market circulates very fast • ..I'fie ea;t;h~ the private accounts of 

our above provisions , cash used for t he purchase of goods cannot circulate any faster 



ReplaceTient for page 6. 

The Central Bank will, in etting the interest r~te on green dollar debit accounts, 

proceed as follow~. In a 1 trade situation when the red dollar reservex of the 

Central~ lies between ~ an 

rate on debit accounts constant loans 

and accordingly the red Central Bank falls below i R*, the Cen-

tral Bank will begin to raise on debit accounts, ann will raise it 

as ~s ,is nec.e_)3sarz in o a . ~.90% cove_rage on all check~~c.9unts4 ~ ~ ~ ~ . h -. ,..~~ ~h .. ~~l-; 
If subsequently the ~n volume be~ ns and accordingly the red dollar holding ~ 

~he Central Bank will~ lower the interest rate Y 
exceed t R*, the interest rate will have become 

normal . As the loan volume and the red dollar holding of the Central 
normal- ~ina:l?-

Bank further increases, the will be held at its ~alue until 

the red dollar holdings k reach 1 t R*. From then on, the Central 

Bank will lower the interest rate on debit accounts below its normal- ftominti}JP value, 

and by the time the red dollar holdings of 

the interest rate s~~ped to ~ 
annum. Beyond that ~the 
terest charged on debit accounts. 

e Central Bank reaches the value of 2 R* 

·xed minimum value, perhaps 2 or 3% per 

will not further decrease the in-

The reason for setting such a minimum value for the interest rate charged o~Rjx 

' debit accounts is the necessity for retaining a close linkage between the need for 

working capital of the economy and the loan volume . If the interest rate charged on 

debit accounts were toe low, the total loan volume taken up by the business would be 

larger than is actually necessary•for carrying on the kKss± business in the current 

trade situat ion, and as a result the money circulation ~ould drop without a correspond

ing decrease ±f tx of theloan volume, and therefore without a corresponding increase 

in the reo dollar holdin of the Central Bank. ~not be possible automatically 
/.1-_ ?: ~ to maintain stability ~ the economy~ the green dollar circulation ~ permitted to 

get out of control in such a fashio~ 
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expressed in green dollars, nor would they be accompanied by a change in the vage 

level as expressed in green dollars, ( though the wage level would gradually rise, cor

responsing to the per capita increase of the product! vi ty or the economy which may 

take P4ce as a result or technological progress) 1 But while prices or consumers • 

goods remain constant in terms or green dollars, they will not remain constant in 
f'l.exibility! 

term or red dollars, and the lack of rigidity of prices as expressed in red dollars 

is essential for stability of the economy in the two-currency system. 

The number of empirical relationships ~ich hold in the conventional single 

eurency system market economy has no validity i n the tvo currency system, swi one 
must therefore · 

not be mialed by drawing inappropriate - analogies. To take an 
great 

example for instance in the single currency syatem which is characterized by izaia 

f1 ctuations in employment which accompanies booms and depressions, an increase in 

employment in the capital goods industries is not necessarily coupled vith the fall 

of employment in the consumers good industries. In the two currency system, where 

a high level of employment is constantly maint !ned, and where a temporary rise in the 

employment in the capital goods industries is necessarily accompanied by a correspond-

ing fall in the employment of the consumers goods industries, while in the sin~ 

currency syste an increase or emplo ent in the capital goods industries is accompanied 

. hy an increase in prices for consumers goods, no such increase will accompany shifts 

of labor from the capital goods induatries to the consumers goods industries in the 

tva curr«ny system. 

A tree market economy ils satisfactorily stabilized only it the f'luctua-

tion consistirig in the fall of consumers goods is atomatically aorrected depending on 
~ 

the rate at which technological progress proceeds at that time. The correction might 

arise from a shirt or employment t'rom the consumrs goods imustries to the capital 

goods industries, or it may coneist in increased purchase of eonsumers goods or ~ 

el it may consist in both, but the correction must take place automatically whatever 

r te of technologiCal progress happens to be at that time. The tva currency system 

described below aatisties this condition. 
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GENERAL REMARKS 

In the following we shall describe the rules under whieh a two-currency 

systen aay operate . Some or these rule~~etermined by the essential features 

of such a two-currency system, but some l>thers ~ are omewhat ar

bit rary and represent only one of many ways in wM.ch the syBtem may be made to op

erate. Whenever there are ~erent ways in which a rule could be et, one of 

these ways was selected for the sake of definiteness of the presentation.~e over

flow sales which are d8soribed further below represent an essential feature of the 
without ---...;,. 

system/which the circulation of the red dollars in the system would not remain 

constant, even though the total volume of green dollar m~ey were kept constant . 

Another essential feature of the system is that the interest rate charged 
is 

on~een dollar debit accounts/never l~ered below a fixed minimum value, and that 

an initiation fee is charged on the IQidlhtx opening of new green dollar credits . 

The inclusion of features of this sort is necessary in order to make certain that ~ 

~ 
the monetary picture corresponds at all times to the trade situation. if these two 

were not closely linked, then the regulatory mechanisms operation in t~honetary 
the 

field could not autmmatically ensure/stability of the economic system. We claim that 

the two-currency systen described below, if to begin with geared to a high level 

of employment and it then left to itself, would tend to maintain a high level of 

employment. It is assumed that labor is flexible and can be shifted from consumers' 
proceed• 

goods ihdustries to capital goods industries, and if teehnological progress p•••'•*• 
/4._ 

at an uneven pace such shirt~ would in fact take place in ~ • two-currency system, 

but they would not be accompanied by any change in the price of consumers' goods as 
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In discussing the two currency system we shallessume that the system hae 

been in operation for a considerable period of time, so that the disturbances which 

may occur during the transition from the one currency system to the two currency 

system have faded out. 

We shall, for the sake of simplicity, assume that there is only one bank, 

which we shall call the Bank; but we shall distinguish between the Bank and the 

Central Bank. 
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in the form of banknotes and that the total amount of peel't El:elllin hr the -
~~ 0~~ ·~·~em i~qual to the nominal value of the total amount of red dollars. The ~~ 
green dollar benknotes are .~ either in the Bonk or in the Central Benk ~ 
~ali pttjlfi5Hh between ind ivj tJ\.tds lil"!!l ~8 S8 u mSAti on e O b efo re h¥ weeps ~ . ~ 
~};:leeks dJ:!.fWfn on ttreit checking aeeew4we will assume that ~e;t':rl~ 
rn-~~~~ _/1/ -~44_. -

there ~no red money in the Central Bank•~s long as that~e case, the 

total amount of deposits on checking accounts will be equal to the total amount 
~ ~~~ 

of loans which had been taken up .-mftl ...a.geiH: 110 ::i*t--rf"ssume that at the time when 

our observation begins the total amount of loans taken up is equal to the total 
./« --" ~ • ws ( tv .. c>C::C:: a:c ~ee::::; 

nominal value of red dollar deposi ~s in the Bank, .witi ef!, iJC tJaj: ~en 1 §A 
~::;~ •• ~~~~tom 
~~r~ n~ i:;;-e J!rtx ;1 BE<Hk at tfio~ w~e ~~ 

""" eb ""' ueOl.on of Ofte eyat .... ~ ~ , ~ 

first of the month : ~:.:~::•a::o:::.e:m::t:.:::e, 
~~ the 31st of every month the Bank draw a balance of every checking account. 

Whenever a persons checking account shmrs on the 31st of the month that his deposit 

is in excess of his total indebtedness to the Bank, the Banl: will cancel the excess 

\ on the checking account of his client on that day and will buy on his behal , 

in the course of the first few excess 

amount in green dollars, dollar 



• 
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account of his client. vYhen we began our observations all the green dollars 

in the system were held by the Banks as a cover for the amounts owed by the 

Bank on checking accounts and, as we said before, this amount was equal to the 

total amount of loans which were taken up and also equal to the total nominal 

amount of red dollars which were deposited with the Bank. In the course of 

f'-:1'' '--'1 ~ ~ ~ -~ 
the further history of the system, ~lot~h8¥1 eve:r-be tltt:IL the amount of loans 

repaid will exceed the amount of new loans taken up . There will be a corresponding 

fall in the total amount of checking accounts and ~raction of the green dollars 

~~ 
held by the Bank ~~ger ~ needed as a cover for checking deposits - Tltls 

amomr1; ef' gt eon dollatlii will then be~ by the Bank to the Central Bank . 

Apart from seasonal fluctuations whenever green money accu-
f~~~ 

mulates in the Central Bank, the Central Bank will purchase for this excess amount 

of green money, red dollars on the open market. In this manner a fraction of 

the total amount of red dollars in the system may find its way into the Central 

Bank. When that happens. the total amount on checking accounts will no longer -
be equal to the total amount of loans~ teken up but "M:~8~P~e~· .. ~R:i--=l""'l~'Q~se-<8lB!n~~ex=:r;:~e~s~s:::::!•(;:~=====
cPmrna~ ..,)Alsibel on I he checTung moan~s.- ~ if ~'-L--
~--- ~ ~ ~~44'-? ~~ 

~. 
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As soon a.s demands for loans begins to rise again the ~~ 

~t~al Bank will procure the green dollar reserv~is neeessary~ ~ 
~ ~hese demands ~E for additional loans by selling its red dollar holding 

on the open marke~ 
has exhausted ~red 

rate in order to keep 

If the demand for loans persists after the Central Bank 

dollar reserve, the Bank wi 11 have to raise the interest 

the total amount of loans taken up within the legal limits. 

We have to distinguish here between two types of savings, savings whi<}] 

are held in red dollars, and savings which are held in the form of stocks. Stocks 

may be sold against green dollars or they may be sold against red dollars directly. 

We will assume that t hose who want to convert red dollars into stocks and vice 

versa will do this directly rather than go through the medium of green dollars. 

This can be insured by a suitable service ch~e for convert io from red dollars 

to green dollars and vice versa~ into green doll s and vice versa, r Trom S"tOCl<~ ~ ~(' 4t<) 

and from stocks into red dollars and vice versa. Trtfsc_ service charg~ intra-

duces a sort of friction which will make it cheaper to go from red dollars to 

stocks and vice versa directly rather than via green dollars. The same service 

charges will serve the purpose of making it chea er for a person to borrow 
(!(No.~ k~ I ' 

green dollars aM- · ec 1ng account rather than achieve the same 

effect by selling red dollar holdings each month during the first days of the 

month ~a G'l>l:'fl.R~ 1 ett d:ellai holding# in order to counteract the operations 
~ 

of the Bank which will buy on ~ behalf red dollars during the first days 

of the month whenever t; checking accoun-# an excess of green dollar 

holdings on the 31st of the preceding month.~et us now examine somewhat more 

in detail what effect on the circulation of green money the purchase of red 

dollars by the Central Bank will have. The checking accounts may be divided 

into two classes--those which wiii are held for business purposes and they 
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may contain rour to six times as much mon ey as corresponds to the monthly influx 

and outflow. In the other categories for checking accounts held by individuals 

on which the turnover may be more rqid since they may not keep more on the check

ing accounts than perhaps an amount corresponding to one month's earnings. 

There is a certain amount of money circulation in this system which is due to 

what we mi ght call an overflow and which is caused by red dol l ar purchas es on 

the part of the Dank on bhealf of clients whose checking account exceeds on the 

31st of the month, their total indebyedness to the Bank. This overflow cir

culation represents purchases of consumers goods because t hose persons who 

were willing to sell red dollars to the Bank for green dollars obviously WEuiX 

did so for the purpose of buying consumers goods. (Careful t) There is such 

an overflow circulation even at a time when there is no red money holding in 

the Central Bank. There will be a definite increase in this overflow circula

tion E if the Central B80k purchases red dollars on the open marke t. In order 

to see this, it is essential to note that as soon as the Central Bank spends 

a certain amo nt of green dollars for the purchase of red dollars on the open 

market, the tot al amount of money on checking accounts is no longer equal to 

the total amount of loans taken up but there is an excess amount on the checking 

accounts which is e qu al to the total amount of green money which the Centr al 

Bank paid for the purchase of its red dollar holding. This excess amount on the 

checking accounts obviously performs ~1 overflow circulation which increases 

the already existing ov erflow circulation. One may be therefore su re that the 

green money spent by the Central narik f or the purchas e of red dollars is actively 

circulated in the sy.tem and is turned over once a month. 

F'rom v.hat was said above about s ervice charges, we may be 

sure that no circule.tion of green money will be absorbed by operations such as 

the purchase of stocks inasmuch ns conversion from stocks i _to red dollars and 

vice versa do not go through green dollar checking accounts. 



Let us now consider hat 110Uld happen if, for some reason or another, 

~ say in a perhaps ~staken anticipation of a fall in th8 general price level 

of consQmers goods(as expressed in green ollars) dealers should be induced to 

hold back with purc?ases; i.e., if they should begin seililing from s tock without 

replenishing their stock. If this happens, dealers will begin to repay loans to 

the Bank, on which they would have to pay interest; and this will reduce the 

total, C, of the checking ~ccounts. The excess green dollar certificates no 

longer needed for 100% coverage of the checking accou_~ts will then be currently 

transferred by the Bank to the Central Bank, and the Central Bank vnll then cur

rently purchase red dollars on the open market. This activity of the Central 

Bank will iTJ'I.mediately lead to a rise in the p:rlce of red dollars. Horeover, a 

certain percentage of the dealers who take in more ~een dollars than they dis

burse during this particular period , will begin to have mor~oney in their indi

~idual checking accounts than corresponds to their individual indebtedness to 

the Bank; and this will lead to overflow purchases of red dollars by the Bank 

on their behalf. These over_low purchases will also contribute to the increase 

of the red dollar price during this particular period . 

A rise ±xt ~n the price of red dollars means that the savings of the 

consumers have increased in purchasing power . A certain fraction of the red dol

lars purchases by the Central Bank during that period will be red dollars sold 

by consumers who "Yrish to buy goods which, in terms of red dollars, are now cheaper 

thanthey were beforel There may also be consumers who will assume that the 

price of red dollars will increase still further, an~ who, working on speculation , 

will pre .. er to borrm-1 green dollars on their red dollar deposits and then purchase 

consumers goods with these borrowed dollars. 

Thus during this particular period there will be .§: shift of green dollars 

from the checking accounts of the dealers, where money turns over more slowly, to the 

checking accounts of the consumers, where money turns over fastest; i.e., during 

t~is particular period of loan shrinkage, theiBwill be an increase rather than a 



decrease in the 11 irculation11 of green dollars . (We have seen before that 
in the two currency system there is never a shrinkage of the ttmoney volume, 11 

even though there may be a shrinkage of the ''loan volume . 11 ) 

We may further say that in this two currency system, if there is a 
tendency towards the slowing of trade, prices will in §.: certain sense 11 falli1 

Hill 
(and they will fall immediately) but they/11 fal1 11 in terms of red dollars and 
not necessarily in terms of green dollars . Consequently, during such a period 
of "falling !1[ prices," dealers may continue to buy and sell at essentially un-
changed prices in green dollars, and make a profit~ 



Physiology of the Tvro Currency System. 

,, 
As we have seen t he money volUJ;J.e, i e, the t 'otal of all checking accounts, 

remains constant in the two currency system. We mya consider this total as compose~ 
t;c;;;f /- ) '2. ) of two ; the total of the checking accounts of the consumers, and tne total of 

the checking accounts maintained by business, which represents their working capital . 

There will be monthly fluctuations between these t,.,o parts, since at the end of the 

month the checking accounts of the consumers will be at a minimuw, and the checking 

accounts of business will be at a ~ maximum; whereas at the beginning of the 

month , after vrages . .Qave been pari:.~; just the reverse situation Hill hold true. H part 
~ 1-t-t ~t'-7 ~ ~ J-.l..< ~'c. !;),_% monthly 

from the monthly fluctuations there may be, however, al~fts in the/average 

value of the total of the checking accounts of the consumers, and the monthly average 

7 

f _ ~/ value of the total of the checking accounts"fr !u~ :.;;;1.;~~~= 
r~~~ft-, ""/ ~ ~ .4-•7u~vr~~ ... ~~ ~~ 

1li" ~ ~hifts i:B ~oo~lee:tey..oi' the gi"een dolla£"s ln the s;ystdteatYo/ilAy W Wee \ ··' . ' 
~ght define the circulation velocity of a checking account as the average 

1 
) 

vJithdrawal from an account, divided by the monthly arerage amount in that account. 

velocity of all the consumers' checking accounts, taken together, 

of business taken together, 

green dollars in the system 

and if either ~case, 
~e whenever there 

of all the checking accounts 

the circulation velocity of 

is a shift of money between 

these two types of account (disregarding of course the regular monthly fluctuations). 

Since consumers by and large spend each month about as much as they 
p~ 

receive in wages, and i'll!e!Pefsr'ii' dARt need to carry ove --- -------..-.-,.--..,~--~-.:::...e:::r-+-- ;---''----:::z::---------
~ amounts of green dollar accounts 

1
they will have negli-

~ 
S gibl,- small debit consequently circulation of green dollars in consumers' 

~' checking accounts constan~value.~ shall~ that the basic 

• 

F period of the system, here arbitrarily :fi::xR called one month, has been so chosen that 

} 

the circulation rate is large~th~e ~~?.(~ ...,._ ~ 
~ checking accounts maintained b~ business (a s:bo;ptsBmg ef-'!;fte- basic peri~ woulQ... 

, 4 t• 7 <;s;:::::;::o= a a-- !:'!~ A. ~~ 
.t!:a tan &lltf i nc t e~ circulation rate of the consumers checkings accounts and ~ ~ 



.. 
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~ t::::-1.:.::::::!::::.,.. ~circulation rate) .7f2t us now'""" 
p~eu~:J 

as an example consider the behaviour of the system X» with respect to tae ~osoiei~i~ 

l~ J;_ 
&!' flll..-ticmo whichL /.-.. .U:l!:df~ ~ 

k ~ ~~<~~~~~~~-
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Physiology of the Two Currency Sy s tem. 

As we have seen the "money volume," ie, the total of 

all checking accounts, remains constant in the two currency 

system . We may consider this total as composed of two parts ; 

1) the total of the checking accounts of the consumers, and 

2) the total of the checking accounts maintained by business , 

which represents their working capital. There will be monthly 

fluctuations between these two parts, since at the end of the 

month the checking accounts of the consumers will be at a 

minimum , and the checking accounts of business will be at a 

maximum; whereas at the beginning of the month , after wages 

have been paid , just the reverse situation will hold true . 

Apart from the monthly fluctuations there may be , 

however, also as the result of changes in the economic situation 

shifts in the monthly average value of the total of the checking 

accounts of the consumers , and the monthly average value of the 

total of the checking accounts of business . The question now 

arises whether such shifts if they occur would lead to a decrease 

or increase in the circulation of green dollars in the system. 

We mi ght define the circulation velocity of a checking account 

as the average daily withdrawal from an account , divided by the 

monthly average amount in that account . The circulation velocity 

of all the consumers ' checking ac c ounts , taken together , could 

conceivably be higher or lower than the circulation velocity 



of all the checking accounts of business taken together , and 

if either were the case , the circulation velocity of green 

dol l ars in the system would change whenever there is a shift 

of money between these two types of account (disregarding 

of course the regular monthly fluctuations) . 

Since consumers by and large spend each month about 

as much as they receive in wages , and do not need to carry 

over beyond the end of the month substantial amounts of green 

dollars in their checking accounts, they will have negligibly 

small debit accounts , and consequently circulation of green 

dollars in consumers ' checking accounts is at a fixed (constant) 

value . 

We shall now assume that the basic period of the system , 

here arbitrarily called one month , has been so chosen that the 

circu l ation rate is larger on the consumer checking account 

than the circulation rate of the checking accounts ma i ntained 

by business (a shorter basic period would give a higher circu

lation r ate of the consumers checkings accounts and a l onger 

basic period would give lower circulation rate) . 

Let us now as an example consider the behavior of the 

system with respect to disturbances which in the single currency 

economy lead to the so called " inventory cycles ." -



1. It is not clear that the elimination of trade cycles is a desirable 
objective. If the elimination of trade cycles costs too dear a price 
in secular growth of productivity and income per head, it is an unec
omic objective . We do wish definitely to avoid trade cycles on the 
order of l o73-l879 or 1929-1933, because it is demonstrable that they 
involve a major setback in secular g rowth. In short, the appropriate 
goal is some optimum combinati on of stability in the short run and 
growth in the long, not stability unconditionally. 

2 . An economic system on your model, with net investment apparently zero 
or at some very low level in the "standard 11 condition, would be extreme
ly stable even with our present monetary system. Tr.ade cycles do not 
result from instabilit ;> of consumer demand. Important trade cycles 
do not originate in variable bu&ness demands for inventories of con
sumer goods . The chief troublemaker in the modern economic system is 
typically business demand for durable production goods , including con
struction . The trade-cycle ~roblem is how to stabilize this variable 
or compensate for it, without discouraging it unduly and so putting 
a dam]:E r on secular progress . 

3 . On the assumotion that you have a stagnant econo~ic system to deal 
with you urge equalization of savings. Now equalization of savings 
involves reducing the average oroportion of savings to income. In 
a buoyant economy there is something to be said against a high ratio 
of consumption to income . A high ratio means that the effect of 
fluctuations in output of capital g oods upon income is aggravated 
severely by instability in the consumer-goods industries. 

4. our criticism of the present monetary system is "that the interest 
rate cannot be made less than zero." A succinct statement of the 
change you propose for interest rates would be a desirable addi]Qon 
to the introduction. Your system does imply the use of negative rates 
of interest to force dissaving , increased expenditure on consumption, 
and so revival of income from a depressed level . 

As recession sets in owners of red money are induced by a capital gain 
or by the prospect of capital gain to disgorge red dollars and spend 
the green proceeds on consumption. The opportunity to seize the capital 
r,ain puts a oremium on improvidence. 1 f the capital gain is foregone 
the saver has only the low rate of interest on red money to console 
him. In real inc ome he loses by not consuming -- he earns a ne '·ati ve 
rate of return by stubbornly refusing to dissave. 

Again, as recession sets in hoarders of green deposits are threatened 
with eventual capital loss. They are unwilling buyers of red money 
at premium price s. They are forced to purchase a form of security a~ 
on an uoswing in its price , with the prospect that individual circwn
stances will force them to sell on a downswing in its p rice. If they 
do liquidate red money on the downswing they suffer a capital loss , 
a negative rate of interest • . 
Your economic society appears to consist of two classes, bright people 
and dull people . The bright people never sell red money at a falling 
price; the dull people always do . As a result the bright people get a 
windfall of real consumption in each recession. The dull people nev€r 
learn that if they don 't eat all that is set before them, the le avings 
will be seized for the benefit of the bright. 



5. The mechanism of y our plan is to force a capital loss onto boarders 
and to confer a cap ital g ain of equivalent amount on spenders for 
consl).Illpt i on goods. Why shoull con sumption be t he only beneficiary 
of capit a l g ains. Why not confer t hem on buyers of capital goods 
stimulate real investment by a n egat ive rate of interest~ That is 
one way of promoting secular p rogress. If you conceded this a~ ernat
ive, your worries over "de terioration of the distributio n of saving 11 

would be over. 

6. I am still worried about the case of pe rsons or firms who se income 
expenditure periods do not fall inside your "confiscation pe ri ods 11 

for green balances . An employer who has green-dollar sales receipts 
on the 31st of t he month has them converted into r ed balances, even 
though his expectati on is to make wage payments, say , in the relatively 
near future. If h is red balances are bought for him at a premium, 
he cannot borrow from the Bank an amount of g reens equal to his sales 
receipts . He takes ' a c apita l loss, even though he cannot be termed 
a hoarder . Of necessity, he is one of the dull p eople who se c apital 
losses finance t he cap ital g ains of bright cons umers . 

The plan would pu t pressure on everyone to fit h is pattern of money 
payments into the rigid mold of the confiscation period . This i~plies 
a major change in business cus t oms that is wort hwh ile only if the 
desirable end of economic stability cannot be obta ined in a ny other 
way . 

7. There is a problem of adjustment in real output that bothers me . 
Suppose that our economy does not have zero or negligible real in
vestment or output of capital goods in t h e 11 standard11 or full-employ 
ment condition . Then a decline in t h e output of machine tools, per
haps , g ives a widdfall to consumer - owners of red money . Consumption 
rises to fill the gfP left by the recession in ca~ ital -go ods product
ion . But productive- power cannot be transferred in weeks or months 
or even years from the investment industries to the consumption in
dustries . Hence , consumer prices must rise , as consumer output fails 
t o keep u:;:> with consumer demand . The ri~e in consumer prices means 
t h at the consumer industries em afford to bid resources away f r om 
other industries , not from the machine - tool industry alone . The ri s e 
in p rices of productive factors tends to make more of the cap ital 
g oods industry u nprofitable and to deepen the crisis in the non- consum
er- good sphere of output . Using the consumer- goods industries a s t he 
lever for recovery seems to me to be a guarantee of a s t agnant e c onomy 
by increasing the variability of factor p rice s to the capital goods 
industries . 

8 . Can the central bank fail in its job , possibly by running out of 
red money to sell on an upswi ng ? That is , can the velocity of money 
incr ease sufficiently to force a rise in com~odity price s . You have 
a minimuW limit for velocity in the confiscati on of g reen balances. 
There is no maximum limit on V. This is a factor that casts some 
do~on the condition of R= G. (P . 7) Do you need not only overflow 
purchases of red money but overflow sale s as well ? 

9 . l ,.ould say t h at the service charg e on sales of red money is a device 
fo r 11 dampening fluctuations" becauxe it does amount to putting a nega
tive rate of r eturn on confiscated hoardings . 



3. 

10. Speculati ' n in stocks is a minor evil in our society, dramatized 
much beyond its true sig nificance. Your proposals to limit dealings 
in securities by service charg es are another device the result of 
which is to discourage trm sacti ons in other things than consUJ}j.er 
g oods, and especially in items of capital equ ipment. 

11. I do not understand why the system should rely on changes in interest 
rates b y the central bank to c·ontrol loan vo lume and the supply of 
green money. Downright confiscation is used to control the velocity 
of money. Why not use downright refusals of loans -- t h e 'Jrinciple 
of the "unsatisfied fringe" -- to control the supply of money? 
Some co.nments should be made on the relationship between the bank 
rate of interest and the open-market rate of interest. In recession, 
t h e bank rate should g o below zero if need be, to keep pace with 
yields on open-market securities including red deposits. 

12. Th e diag ram below is a rough r epresentati on of your scheme. It amounts 
to a plan for conslli~er-sub sidization on an inv e rse-cycle pattern. 
There are v1ays of achieving this result without resorting to the 
administratively complex system that you pro'Jo se. 

Income 

X 

time 

Time is measured along the ox axis, income along oy. 
oz is some minimum level of national income assured 
by a stable bedrock of consumer expenditure . ow is 
the target level of national income. The oscillating 
solid line measures rep lacen ent of inventories of con
sumer goods by business concerns . The oscillating 
dotted line measures subsidized consumption. As the 
solid line intersects vvw 1 net investment and net saving 
are zero -- your equilibrium conditio n -- and ow repres
ents both total consumer expenditure and total income . 

As the ~et~€a-±~Re-~ solid line rises above wv1 1 the dot 
ted line is forcrobelow ww' by the fall in price and rise 
in interest return on red money - - by the threat of a nega
tive rate of ~eturn on saved assets . As the solid line 
falls below ww' the dotted line is forced above ww' by the 
threat of a negative rate of return on new investment by 
business concerns . 

13 . A basic assumption is that the economic system tends to unemployment . 
The difficulty may be n ot only that interest rates cannot fall 
below zero but also that they do not rise enough soon enough 
to stop inflationary booms like the present one . 



4. 
ll!-• I foresee fluctuations in the price of red money that would make our 

stock market appear to be the most sober of institutions . In fact 
couldn't one get the results of your program by requiring every saver 
bo buy common stocks? 

B'a.l~ speculators will be invited into the red market every time that 
trade slackens . Bears will be invited in every time that trade 
booms . I am inclined to think that the result would be an emormous 
waste of people ' s time and effort on playing the "red" market . The 
result would certainly be enormously disturbing to the types of 
investment that depend on some sense of security about the future . 

15 . There are various arbitrary actions that would result in public squab
bling . First, t 1ere is the adjustment for the central bank's profits 
and losses . Then there is the insertion of increments of red and green 
money to allow for secular change . Again, there is the adjustment for 11 deteriorat i 'Jn11 of savings . 

16. Have you considered the possibility of an inverse deterioration of 
savings? Perhaps in a very buoyant economic system you should grant 
a bonus on accumulation of wealth to prevent the eruption of inflation 
out of competition b y consumers for productive factors that are in 
high demand for capital output . 

17 . Have you considered the special penalties that would fall on certain 
types of enterprise , say insurance companies ? 

18 . My feeling is that this plan amounts to an abnormally difficult 
way for alternately subsidizing and penalizing expenditure on cur-
rent output . It is also a way that would handicap large - scale 
investment in capital goods. Vlhat the world needs most is a simpli
fied financial system that will encourage secular growth to the utmost . 
Mm king is ver·y poor , and it would be a serious mistake to put unnec 
essary obstacles in the way of growth in real wealth and income . 

The immediate problem is to lessen economic fluctuation in the 
adv anced countries , especially the United States . It is not necessary 
to eliminate fluctuation completely. Secondly it is essential that 
there be a large overflow of savings ffrom the advanced countries to 
the poor , to lift living standaras to a more uniform scale . There 
are numerous devicex available for a program like this that do not 
require a revolutionary change in the monetary organization. It is 
not new economic techniques that are required . It is economi c sense 
among ruling groups . 



13 . Questions of fact: 

a . You can devise an oscillating system, of course, in which changes 
in the rate of consumer demand are reflected in change s in the 
rate of investment in inventory. But a system which oscillates 
for this reason alone (p. 9) is not a very interesting one, and 
its oscillati1ns would not be great enough to worry about . 

b . (p . 9) Dealers di sinvest ing in inventory would also begin to 
buy red money, if they had no indebtedness outstanding at the 
bank . But why would dealers pay off bank loans, which they Dre
sumably obtained at low rates of interest? \/ouldn 1 t t hey ris.k 
remaining indebted to the bm k indefinitely -- on long -term 
loans -- in p reference t o the alternative of borrowing agmn 
in the future on much more rigorous terms? I would expect the 
bank to become loaded down with long-term paper. 

c . (p . 10, first sentence) Isn't this a negative rate of interest 
on consumer loans? 

~e generalization that dealer's income-expenditure periods 
are longer than consumers' is a doubtful one . 

e . (p . 11) (second full paragrapb) But the threat of a negative 
rate of return is there to force consumption. 

f . (p . 11 - - fourth full p aragraph) I do not understand this . 
In what sense are you using the worC!l "savings ? " -- the individual 
sense or the social sense? All that can be consumed in any 
period of time socially is the current output of consumption 
goods . 

g . (p . 12 - - first sentence) Again a negative rate of interest . 

. _.....8:-;- ( p. 12) How would you apply service charges to green pocket vr money used to buy securities? 1 

i . I do not understand still the reason for a minimum limit on bmk' 
rate . As recession sets in, I s hould expect speculators to borrow 
from the bank and with t he p roceeds buy red money . The s peculator 
would h old red money for the rise in its price, bo:?ing to sell mj.t 
at the peak . · .. by not bring him into action sooner by offering a 
negative rate of interest to him on bank loans? 

~ ~p . 12 - - first sentence in last paragr~) I sus nect typo
~ ~ graphical difficulties here . 

~p. 12 -- on currency issues) As a matter of fact , a world govyr .. . ~~nment would be faced with the ~roblem that the big share of 
the p opulation would not use bank deposits, but would use hand-to
hand money. It is very few countries that c an report an excess of 
checking deposits ove r legal tender. 
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